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For an ostomate this means the seals are 
easier to use
  Easy and quick to mould and create a  

secure fit
  Require fewer moulds to achieve a  

secure fit
 Stay in place once moulded
  Do not try to return to form and  

potentially create gaps during use

Recent testing has shown eakin® seals are: 

    The best for mouldability even for those 
with a lower dexterity1

   The best for retaining that moulded shape1  
once applied1



4x more absorbent 
than competitors2
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to help stop leaks 
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Choose eakin® seals to help stop  
leaks and protect skin

4x
more absorbent  
than competitors2

93% of ostomates worry about leaks 
occurring.3 

A seal combining high levels of 
enzyme inhibition and the highest 
level of absorption offers the 
greatest protection against moisture 
associated skin damage.2,4

Give back confidence with eakin® 
seals - #1 for absorbency while 
inhibiting enzymes.2

Up to
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of nurses say they  
prevent skin irritation5

Plus 90% of nurses agree eakin      
Cohesive® seals are good/excellent 
at treating excoriated skin compared 
with other products they have tried.5

94% of users rated eakin freeseal® as 
comfortable to wear.6

Each seal contains a small number 
of vegan friendly ingredients, all of 
which are specifically chosen to be 
kind to skin.
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them a stoma  
care essential7

99.5%

“As I wear a convex pouch I am always 
conscious of it being more noticeable 
under clothes especially when adding a 
seal beneath it, but the flatter profile of 
eakin freeseal® gave me more confidence 
as well as providing the required 
protection.” — Wendy, UK

“With the seals there’s no more leaks, 
output is not getting onto my skin, it’s 
making sure my baseplate is secure, it has 
just made life so much easier.” — Ian, UK

“I didn’t leave the house for 6 months due to leakage 
issues. But you sent me a sample of the eakin® seal and 
I am getting 3 days of wear!” — Madison, USA

“After experiencing leakage and multiple bag 
changes a day I can not tell you the difference the 
seal has made. I am using eakin Cohesive® slims, my 
bag lasts up to 6 days and my skin is healing – thank 
you so much!” — Gracie, USA
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Choose eakin® seals for flexibility

A small range to uniquely fit every ostomate

ways to mould. 
 (Go on, just try it!)

For stomas under 50mm 
for ongoing skin protection 
and security with 
confidence every day.

For stomas under 50mm 
with frequent loose  
output or urine.

For larger or irregular 
shaped stomas and  
post-operative swelling. 
Also a larger surface area 
for patients with visual 
impairment or dexterity 
challenges.

To smooth out large  
areas of skin with  
complex topography.

Our thinnest seal for 
convex drainable pouches 
including urostomy.

Protection from leaks  
that gives freedom to  
live life to the full.
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Create a secure, unique fit, 
every time, with eakin® seals
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